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Apodeictic Ecthesis

PAUL THOM

Abstract A formal interpretation is constructed for Aristotle's apodeictic
syllogistic, including the proofs by ecthesis. Ecthesis is here taken to involve
an appeal to singular propositions. A system of singular ecthesis is con-
structed, and the whole system of apodeictic syllogisms is based on it. On the
basis of this reduction, it is argued that (1) the 'necessarily' in Aristotle's apo-
deictic propositions is, in the first instance, a de re predicate-modifier; (2)
Aristotle's system is not a modal logic in the modern sense; (3) an extension-
alist reading can be given of Aristotle's apodeictic syllogistic; (4) the modal
syllogistic formalizes some, but not all, aspects of Aristotelian metaphysics.

0 Introduction The present paper extends the results of Thorn [8] by show-
ing that Aristotle's apodeictic syllogistic can be based on a system of singular syl-
logisms and rules of ecthesis. The claim is not that Aristotle intended his
apodeictic syllogistic to be so based: the case against such an interpretation is doc-
umented in Smith [5] (§5). Rather, the claim is simply that Aristotle's system can
be so based, just as his assertoric syllogistic can be based —in the manner of
Thorn [6] — on a system of 'expository' assertoric syllogisms, and that this reduc-
tion to the logic of singular apodeictic propositions casts light on a number of
questions of philosophical interpretation. These are: (1) the question—posed in
Becker [2] — whether the 'necessarily' in Aristotle's apodeictic propositions is a
de re predicate-modifier or a de dicto proposition-forming operator on propo-
sitions, and the question —posed in Patterson [4] —whether it is a modifier of the
copula; (2) the question—made acute by Wieland's [11] suggestion that apodeic-
tics do not imply their corresponding assertorics —whether Aristotle's system is
indeed a modal logic in the modern sense; (3) the question whether an extension-
alist reading can be given of Aristotle's apodeictic syllogistic; (4) the question—
which motivates much of [4] and Van Rijen [10] —of the relation between the
modal syllogistic and Aristotelian metaphysics.
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There are four sections. In Section 1 it is argued that if Aristotle's system is
understood to include his remarks on the rejection of formulas then it is incon-
sistent; accordingly, a revised, consistent system is formulated. Section 2 presents
an interpretation of Aristotle's apodeictic ecthetic proofs, which is axiomatised
in a system properly including the revised Aristotelian system. In Section 3,
semantics are developed for this system. The system is shown to be sound but
incomplete relative to these semantics. Section 4 deals with the four questions
of philosophical interpretation mentioned above.

/ A revised Aristotelian system Aristotle's presentation of apodeictic syl-
logistic is based on some unspecified systematization of non-modal syllogistic.
In addition, it uses the following modal axioms:

Lbae

 x . Lbai

 Ύ Lbaa

Le conv Li conv : La conv r
Lab6 Lab1 Lab1

LcbaLbaa „ „ LcbeLbaa

Barbara LLL Celarent LLL
Lcaa Lea6

^ .. τ τ τ LcbaLbai „ . x τ τ LcbeLbai

Darii LLL =— Feπo LLL
Lea1 Lca°

Barbara LXL ^ W Celarent LXL ^ W

Lcaa Lcae

.. v Lcbabai

 r . τ v Lcbebaι

Darii LXL r— Ferio LXL
Lea1 Lca°

with 'Lbaa' for 'b belongs necessarily to all α' (or 'all a must be &'), 'Lbaei for
6b belongs necessarily to no α' (or 'no a can be 6'), 'Lbah for ζb belongs neces-
sarily to some a9 (or 'some a must be bf), and 'Lba°' for 'b necessarily does not
belong to some ay (or 'some a cannot be b9).

The system assumes rules for the Direct Reduction of other theses to these
axioms. As shown in Thorn [7] (§§5-7), these can be a rule of Substitution, a rule
of Permutation, and a rule of Cut. Since no Indirect Reductions are given, the
system includes no rule warranting such a procedure. But it does make use of
some (unstated) rules of Ecthesis to prove:

τ τ x LbcaLba° n Λ ΎΎΎ Lca°Lbaa

Baroco LLL Bocardo LLL «-.
Lca° Lcb°

Aristotle also discusses rejected formulas. He orders them deductively, reduc-
ing the rejection of some formulas to that of others. The unreduced rejections
are explained by means of counter-examples. Some adjustments need to be made
to Aristotle's account here, (i) He claims at [1] 31a38-31b3 that the rejection of
Felapton XLL reduces to that of Ferio XLL, whereas the truth is that the rejec-
tion of the latter reduces to that of the former; (ii) he fails to observe that the
rejection of Festino XLL and Ferison XLL reduces to that of Ferio XLL, that
the rejection of Disamis LXL reduces to that of Darii XLL, and that the rejec-
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tion of Bocardo XLL reduces to that of Felapton XLL; he rejects all these moods
(except the first, which he overlooks) by the method of counter-example (32al-3,
31b32-33,31b40-41). If we make the appropriate adjustments, this procedure in
effect involves taking the following to be rejected axiomatically:

Lba° o u V τ τ cbaLbaa ^Έ v τ τ cbeLbaa

Lo conv Barbara XLL Celarent XLL
Lab° Lcaa Lcae

r> v τ τ cb'Lba* Γ 1 4 v τ τ caeLbaa

 τ v τ Lbca ba°
Darn XLL — Felapton XLL Baroco LXL .

Lea1 Lcb° Lca°

In addition, he rejects the following pair axiomatically (i.e., by counter-example):

bcaLba° Lca° baa

Baroco XLL — Bocardo LXL — .
Lca° Lcb°

This, however, leads to trouble. For, if the ecthetic proofs of Baroco LLL and
Bocardo LLL are accepted, then they can be adapted to validate Baroco XLL
and Bocardo LXL. This can be shown as follows. Aristotle describes the ecthe-
tic proof of Baroco LLL thus:

. . . it is necessary for us to set out that part to which each term does not belong
and produce the deduction about this. For it will be necessary in application to
each of these; and if it is necessary of what is set out, then it will be necessary
of some part of that former term (for what is set out is just a certain 'that').
Each of these deductions occurs in its own figure. ([1] 30a9-15)

Instead of using the particular negative apodeictic premise 'Some a cannot be b\
the procedure is to consider a premise relating to 'that part' of a which cannot
be b. This part cannot be c, says Aristotle, and so some a cannot be c. But what
is the reason why the selected part cannot be c? The context does not explain.
It might be because all c must be &; or it might be because all c is b. But in either
case Baroco XLL, as well as Baroco LLL, is validated. For, concerning the
selected part of a, we can reason as follows: it cannot be b, but all c either must
be or is b, so the selected part cannot be c. This syllogism is in the second fig-
ure, like Baroco itself. (By similar reasoning it can be shown that a simple adap-
tation of the ecthetic proof of Bocardo LLL validates Bocardo LXL. Formal
representations of these proofs are given below.)

It is clear therefore that, if Aristotle's system is taken to include the counter-
examples as well as the ecthetic proofs, then it is inconsistent, being committed
to the validity as well as the invalidity of Baroco XLL and Bocardo LXL. This
fact obliges the interpreter to revise Aristotle's system, either by dropping the
ecthetic procedure for apodeictic forms, or by allowing Baroco XLL and
Bocardo LXL as valid. It is argued in [8] (pp. 147-148) that Aristotle's counter-
examples to these moods are unconvincing. Given this, and since the rejection
of nothing else depends on their rejection, it seems preferable to allow Baroco
XLL and Bocardo LXL as valid, retaining the procedure of ecthesis. In what fol-
lows, I shall ignore Aristotle's rejection of these moods, and I shall refer to the
Aristotelian system thus modified as the revised Aristotelian system.
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2 An ecthetic system In Aristotle's ecthetic proof of Baroco LLL and
Bocardo LLL, there is an ambiguity concerning whether the selected term ('that
part' with reference to which the ecthetic proof proceeds) is a general or a sin-
gular term. In the present paper, I take it to be a singular term.

We now define an ecthetic system, containing singular term variables:

X) J9 Z>9 9

general term variables:

a,b,c,...,

and alphabetic variants of the following forms:

ax (x is a), axu (x is not a), Lax (x must be a), Laxu (x cannot be a),

as well as the forms of proposition recognized in the revised Aristotelian system.
The non-modal base of our ecthetic system consists of the axioms:

(Al) « (A2) £ (A3) * £ * (A4) ^
ax ba ox ox

(A5) ψ£ (A6) * £ £
ba1 ba°

plus rules of Substitution, Permutation, and Cut, and the four ecthetic rules:

(Rl) If Vψ then | - £
bx baa

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms, and x does not occur in Q)

(R2) If Y ^ then h - ^
bxu bae

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms, and x does not occur in Q)

(R3) If h ^ ^ then h ^
P P

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms and p is a form and x does not
occur in Q or p)

(R4) If h ^ ^ then H ^
P P

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms and p is a form and x does not
occur in Q or/?).

In addition, the system has eight modal axioms:

(AT, i = <A8, ί ί ί (A,, ί £ « (A10) ^
αx αx" L&x Laxu

(AU, ^ (Alϊ) ί £ £ (AI3) ^ (A14) ^ .
LZw' Lba° Laxu Lba1
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And four rules of modal ecthesis:

(R5) If V^ then h - f ,
Lbx Lbaa

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms, and x does not occur in Q)

(where β is a possibly null sequence of forms, and x does not occur in Q)

(R7) If h ^ ^ and VQ°yLby then h ^ ^
/? ^ P

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms and p is a form and x, y do not
occur in Q or p)

(R8) If ,QLaX"bX then h ^ !
/? P

(where Q is a possibly null sequence of forms and p is a form and x does not
occur in Q or p).

2.1 Three Lemmas

(LI) A 1 ax _R^

(L2) L6a* αx R 1 Lδα^

bx

(L3) A 7 Lbx

ax bx

baι

 R 7 Lba[

A i L a y I ^

AC ^ ^

2.2 Ecthetic derivation of Baroco LLL and Bocardo LLL

L2 ^
„,„ be" Lbx" R8 Lbc"Lba°

Λ 1 Λ £ c x " σx Lca°
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A ' 2 L»C

2.3 Ecthetic derivation of Baroco XLL and Bocardo LXL

A13 bC\ L*X" R 8 be" Lba°

κnUx

 o

ax — ~Ί^~
Lca°

A _ caa ax

Lbx- A 3 ^ " -SU L""° C"° .
A12 — i s ^ -

The ecthetic system contains the revised Aristotelian system. This is shown
by (i) deriving within it the basis of the revised Aristotelian system, and (ii) con-
structing a semantics relative to which it is sound and according to which the axi-
omatic rejections of the revised Aristotelian system are invalid.

2.4 Derivation of the laws of apodeictic conversion

La conv . _ Lbaaax LI — :

A9 — — — R 3 aaι Lbaa

ax Lbx -ί̂ -» —
All — Lab1

Lab1

Le conv bx Lbae

 R 6 Lbae

1 ~L^Γ ' Tab*

Li conv Lbx ax
All .

Lab1 [ ^ Lba^_

A 1 4 ~LabΓ ^

2.5 Derivation of Aristotle's axiomatic LXL syllogisms

Barbara LXL A . baa ax

Lcb" A 3 ~ f e Γ J»+ U b baa

A9 Lea"
Lex

CelarentLXL Lcbe ^ ba" ax
e C O n v Ib? ~bx~ _51» U b e ba"

A10 -—u " Lcae

Lex"

Daru LXL A n Lcb" bx
A9 — R 3 Lcb" ba'

αx Lex —i*
A14 : .Lcα'

£ca'
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Ferio LXL Lcbe

L e C O Π V ISP bx -*>+ Lcb'ba'
A10 Lea" '

Anl^_ax

Lca°

2.6 Derivation of Aristotle's axiomatic LLL syllogisms

From Barbara LXL, Celarent LXL, Darii LXL, Ferio LXL, together with
L2 and L3.

It is also clear that the ecthetic system is not contained in the revised Aris-
totelian system, since the former includes theses of at least two types which the
revised Aristotelian system lacks: (i) formulas like A7 in which non-modal con-
clusions follow from premises some of which are modal, and (ii) (other) formu-
las containing singular terms.

3 Semantics The basic idea here is from Johnson [3]. There, more than one
class is assigned to each term 'a', namely a class of α's, a class of 'essential' α's,
and a class of 'essential' non-α's. The effect is that Aristotle's 'apodeictic' prop-
ositions become non-modal propositions stating ordinary class-relations. This is
also the effect of the semantics to be developed here; but we differ from [3] in
(i) not requiring that the class of 'essential' α's be non-null and (ii) not postulat-
ing any class of 'essential' non-α's.

1. We postulate a nonempty domain D of individuals.

2. We postulate a nonempty set F of nonempty sets whose only members are
members of D. These sets will be the extension of the terms in formulas.

3. We postulate a nonempty set F* of possibly empty sets whose only members
are members of D. The members of F* will be referred to as star sets.

4. An assignment of values to the variables in a wff associates with each indi-
vidual variable in the wff a member of D, and with each general variable a in
the wff an ordered pair consisting of a member of F followed by a member of
F*. These sets I will refer to as the #'s and the #*'s, respectively. The #*'s can
be thought of as a privileged set of individuals standing in some ontological rela-
tion to the #'s. In the Aristotelian context, the #*'s might be those individuals
that are really— or per se—a. For Aristotle, some terms, but not all, belong to
their subjects per se: thus, there is a non-null class of per se horses, but no non-
null class of per se musicians. On this interpretation, the #*'s—the real α's—are
in every case included in the α's. Thus:

5. If the pair <αj,α2) is assigned to a variable then a2 ^ ocχ. (This is weaker
than the requirement in [8] (p. 139) that either a\ = a2 or a2 = 0.) On the sug-
gested reading, this says that the real α's, if there are any, are among the α's.
Suppose that to a is assigned the pair of sets <f1?fί>, to b the pair of sets <f2,f2>>
and to x the individual d, where x is a singular variable, ft G F, f2 G F, d G D,
fί G F*, f£ G F*. Then:
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6. ax is true iff d G fi, i.e., iff the α's include x. Diagrammatically:

I %
? I

I v '
• I

> #

v ^
• ^ ^ ^ - ^

Figure 1

7. αjcw is true iff d ί fj, i.e., iff the α's do not include x. Diagrammatically:

J )
Figure 2

8. &αα is true iff fx c f2, i.e., iff the 6's include the #'s. Diagrammatically:

.- -6.s
* s

* s.

* - - >
1 * ί7 •

1 / *
1 ϊ i

\ . . ••'
\ • • — - • /

% » . . , - ' '

Figure 3

9. bae is true iff f1Πf2= 0 , i.e., iff the α's exclude the 6's. Diagrammati-
cally:

,* ' '** ~~ b .-''' "~a

' ' \

Figure 4
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10. ba' is true iff fi Π f2 Φ 0 , i.e., iff the a's intersect the b's. Diagrammati-
cally:

/
• / 4 *

' / i *
» / . *

I i » '
4 i f *

\

Figure 5

11. ba° is true iff fx ί f2, i.e., iff the b's do not include the a's. Diagrammati-
cally:

/
! \

i
\ i

\
Figure 6

12. Lax is true iff d E fί, i.e., iff the α*'s include x. On the suggested reading,
this says that x is one of the real a's. Diagrammatically:

Θ
Figure 7

(Starred sets will be represented by unbroken lines, unstarred sets by dotted lines.)

13. Laxu is true iff there are members f|,f4 of F* such that d G f| and tt c f J
and f| Π fj = 0 , i.e., iff there are mutually exclusive star sets, one of which
contains x, while the other includes the a9s. (x is really something which excludes
something that the a's really are.) Diagrammatically:

ί ' • ι v J

Figure 8
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14. Lbaa is true iff iΎ c fj, i.e., iff the Z?*'s include the α's. (All α is really b.)
Diagr ammatically:

I f~ a- \

Figure 9

15. Lbae is true iff there are members f|,f J of F* such that fx c f| and f2 £ f J
and f| Π fj = 0 , i.e., iff there are two mutually exclusive star sets which respec-
tively include the #'s and the b's. (All α's are really something exclusive of some-
thing which all ό's really are.) Diagrammatically:

Figure 10

16. Lba* is true iff either (i) fί Π f2 * 0 ; or (ii) f J Π f 1 ^ 0 , i.e., iff the a*'s
intersect the Z?'s, or the Z?*'s intersect the a's. (Either some a is really b or some
b is really a.) Diagrammatically:

!< ( i ) ί # )
X^ >/ OR \^ 3 ^

Figure 11

17. Lba° is true iff there are members f5,fj of F* such that fx Π f\ Φ 0 and
f2 c fj and f£ Π fj = 0 , i.e., iff there are two mutually exclusive star sets, one
of which intersects the α's, while the other includes the δ's. (Some a is really
something exclusive of something which every b really is.) Diagrammatically:
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Figure 12

18. A formula:

Q

P

is true iff some member of Q is false or p is true.
Validity is defined in the standard way.
The ecthetic system is sound with respect to this semantics. The non-modal

base is readily shown to have only valid axioms and validity-preserving rules on
this interpretation.

The validity of the six modal axioms can also be shown, using elementary
set theory. The rules are validity-preserving. This is readily shown for the non-
modal rules of Substitution, Permutation, and Cut. That it also holds for the
rules of ecthesis can be shown as follows. Consider Rl. If its RHS is not valid,
there is a domain D and an assignment of values on which baa is false. In D,
suppose the values assigned to a and b are <fi,fj> and {ϊιΛi)\ then there must
be a άι in D such that άt G fί5 άt £ f2. So there is a domain and an assignment
of values on which ax is true and bx false—namely any domain in which <fx, f ΐ >,
<f2,f2> are assigned to α,b and ^ is assigned to x and άt e fl9 άt $. f2. Thus, if
the RHS of Rl is not valid neither is the LHS. Similarly with the other ecthetic
rules.

We now show that the formulas which are axiomatically rejected in the
revised Aristotelian system are invalid on our semantics.

Lo conversion
Suppose there are just two non-null star sets (the c*'s and the d*'s, which

exclude one another), with the #'s intersecting the c*'s, some α's not being c*'s,
and the 6's included in the rf*'s:

tf* /^—c*

Figure 13
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Then, while it is true that some a cannot be b, it is not true that some b cannot
be a since there is no star set including the #'s.

Barbara XLL
Suppose there is just one non-null star set (the £*'s), where the c's include

the Z?'s, and the Z?*'s include the #'s:

! '' ! M ' \
» I • ' 1 * 1

• \ \ \^ y I i I

\ \ - ^ ,' /
* ^ * .** S

Figure 14

Then, while it is true that all a must be b and that all b is c, it is not true that
all a must be c since there are no c*'s.

Celarent XLL
Suppose there are just two non-null star sets (the rf*'s and the e*'s, which

exclude one another), where the c's include the e*'s, the e*'s include the δ's, and
the d*'s include the tf's:

** **

' ί *b* ^% \ \ ί *' *α^ \
* \ \ / I * V \ ' I

Figure 15

Then, while it is true that no a can be b, and that all b is c, it is not true that no
a can be c since the c's are not included in any star set.

Darii XLL
Suppose there is just one non-null star set (the 6*'s), where the c's include

the 6's, and the b*'s intersect the #'s:
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Figure 16

Then, while it is true that some a must be b, and that all b is c, it is not true that
some a must be c since neither the #*'s nor the c*'s is non-null.

Felapton XLL
Suppose there is just one non-null star set (the b*'s), where the c's exclude

the b's, and the 6*'s include the α's:

C % * * / Ί * >

* κ * / „ * • " - * b %

: Γ J ί

Figure 17

Then, while it is true that all a must be b, and that no a is c, it is not true that
some b cannot be c since no star set includes the c's.

Baroco LXL
Suppose there is just one non-null star set (the 6*'s), where some a is not a

b and the 6*'s include the c's:

i I • e " S Y " .

Figure 18
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Then, while it is true that some a is not b, and that all c must be b, it is not true
that some a cannot be c since there is only one star set.

The ecthetic system is, however, not complete relative to our semantics. This
is not surprising. Syllogistic logics are in general not semantically complete with
respect to validity as standardly conceived. Thus, a formula like:

All a must be b Some c is not d
All a must be b

while valid, is not a syllogistic thesis. Moreover, our ecthetic syllogistic has the
syntactic peculiarity that the contradictory of a form which is expressible in it
is not always itself so expressible. Thus, a formula like

All a is b Not (all a must be c)
Not (all b must be c)

while valid, is not expressible in our system, because the system does not con-
tain the contradictory of any apodeictic proposition.

Nor is it the case that every nonredundantly valid formula expressible in the
system is a thesis. Consider the formula

Laba Lcda ace

Lac6

This is valid, and not redundantly so, but it is not provable.

4 Philosophical interpretation (1) In our ecthetic system, the 'necessarily'
in apodeictic propositions does not play a uniform role. In affirmative singulars
it is clearly a predicate-modifier—certainly it cannot be taken as a propositional
operator —however, in other apodeictic forms it cannot be read either as a pred-
icate-modifier or as a propositional operator.

Nonetheless, the proposed interpretation can fairly be described overall as
a de re interpretation, insofar as the truth-conditions of all apodeictic forms
reduce to those of affirmative apodeictic singulars, which are clearly de re. This
reduction happens as follows: Lax" is true iff for some c,d: Lcaa and Ldx and
cde are true; Lbaa is true iff for all JC: if ax is true then Lbx is true; Lbae is true
iff for some c, d: Lcba and Ldba and cde are true; Lbai is true iff EITHER for
some c: Lbca and aca are true OR for some c: bca and Laca are true; Lba° is
true iff for some c,d,f: Lcba and Ldfa and afa and cde are true.

The alternative suggestion of [4] (§2) that the 'necessarily' be taken as mod-
ifying the copula is correct only at the level of surface syntax. It may be true at
that level that:

One forms the (modally) different types of proposition by simply adding one
copulative expression to the terms rather than another. ([4] p. 14)

But this cannot be sustained at a deeper level of syntax.
(2) Is Aristotle's system a modal logic in the modern sense? No. The reason

is not (as [11] has it) that there is no implication from apodeictic propositions
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to their corresponding assertorics (for we do have A7, L2, L3 — and the deriva-
tion of negative assertorics from their apodeictics follows readily). Rather, it is
that our semantics does not appeal to possible worlds, but only to sets of indi-
viduals in the actual world. And this is desirable in an interpretation that seeks
to cohere with Aristotelian metaphysics; for, it is quite unclear how an ontology
of possible worlds could be integrated into Aristotelian ontology. The present
semantics could easily be developed into an ontology in which realities are
defined not simply as a sub-class of certain classes, but as being so in all possi-
ble worlds. This might be more interesting to contemporary metaphysicians, but
it would be no truer to Aristotle's modal syllogistic.

Could a semantics in the style of [11] be generated from the semantics of this
paper? No. At present the only theses dependent on A7 are the LLL syllogisms
in Figure 1. It is true that these could be added axiomatically if A7 were dropped.
But if Barbara LLL is to be valid, there must be an assumption that star sets are
included in non-star sets: supposing that all a is b* and that all b is c*, the only
way it will follow that all a is c* is if all b* is b. Thus our approach is inconsis-
tent with that of [11], while agreeing with its general position that Aristotle's
modal syllogistic is not a modern-style modal logic.

(3) It follows that our interpretation defends an extensionalist reading of
Aristotle's apodeictic syllogistic. This is in keeping with the generally extension-
alist tendency of Aristotle's early thought, and with the fact that in his asser-
toric logic it is never necessary—as I argue in Thorn [9]—to posit intensional
entities.

(4) On the question of the relation between the modal syllogistic and Aris-
totelian metaphysics, our interpretation makes the apodeictic syllogistic a for-
malization of a certain kind of statement relative to Aristotle's metaphysics of
the Posterior Analytics, namely statements to the effect that some individual
or class is or is not included in some class of realities. It is significant here that
we do not claim that all of Aristotelian metaphysics is in any sense captured in
the modal syllogistic. The ecthetic system developed in this paper in particular
posits only an unsorted collection of individuals, whereas Aristotelian metaphys-
ics supposes that individuals are sorted. The amount of Aristotelian metaphys-
ics involved could be increased by developing an ecthetic system in which the
singular terms are sorted. The adaptation from the system of this paper is quite
straightforward.
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